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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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The house was previously owned by a housing association who had turned it into two flats. ?It is four storeys. ?It was  re-wired and re-plumbed and turned it back into one home. ?The original features had been stripped out in the 1970s. ?All the original features were restored and new room layouts planned. ?Custom joinery was designed and built for the library, bedrooms and bathrooms. ?A new basement kitchen with new access to the rear garden. ?The house was furnished with a mix of salvaged antique and modern furniture, soft furnishings and traditional and modern art. ?The theme is gentle colour tones as well as strong blues.
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